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Minutes of the meeting dated 20.02.2018

Sri Deb Roychowdhury, President, coveming Body ofthe college presided over the meeting.

Resolution 1: Minutes of the last meeting was read and confirmed.

Resolution 2: Sri Swayambhoo Mitra reported that the MIS system of the College is almost

complete for designing and it will be very shortly implemented.

Resolution 3: Under proposal received from Sri Swayambhoo Mitra, it was resolved that the

Departinental Profiles for preparation of AQAR 2017-18 has to be sent through the College

Webmail. Username and Password of that webmailwill be provided by the College.

Resotution 4: Resolved that all data that will be provided in the Departmental Profiles must be

substantiated with scanned copies of respective relevant documents (in pdf format only), to be

sent to the College mail ID.

Resolution 5: Resolved that for scanning of documents, each Department will be assigned

different time slots. Also resolved that scanning ofdocuments rvill be made under supervision of

the respective Departmental Heads.

Resolution 6: Resolved that for documentation of the research aflicles published, the

Departments must provide scanned copies of the cover page of the journal, index page, reverse

cover page and first & last page ofthe published articles. The same practice will be maintained

for articles in edited books.

Resolution 7: Resolved that the Departments will provide the following data to IQAC for

preparation of AQAR:-

Details of faculty members, Departmental result in 201 8, List of instruments possessed by the

Department, both working presently and not working (with purchase value and current

defreciated values), Number ofbooks in the Departmental library and Vertical progression ofthe

students in 20 I 7- I 8.

Also resolved that a format for submission of Departmental Profile will be prepared by the

college anr.l will be provided to the Departments. Depaftmental Profile in any other form will nor

be received bY IQAC.

As there was no other agenda to discuss, the meeting ended with a vote ofthanks to chair.
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